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THE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK FOR IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

Christian M. Stracke 
University of Duisburg-Essen (GERMANY) 

Abstract 
This article introduces the Evaluation Framework EFI for the Impact Measurement of learning, 
education and training: The Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement was developed for 
specifying the evaluation phase and its objectives and tasks within the IDEAL Reference Model for the 
introduction and optimization of quality development within learning, education and training. First, a 
description of the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement will be provided, followed by a brief 
overview of the IDEAL Reference Model. Finally, an example for the implementation of the Evaluation 
Framework for Impact Measurement within the ARISTOTELE project is presented. 

Keywords: Evaluation Framework EFI, Impact Measurement, IDEAL Reference Model, Learning, 
Education and Training, Quality Development, ARISTOTELE. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement (EFI) focuses the important purpose and demand 
to assess the internal and external impact by learning, education, and training: Impact measuring is 
becoming more and more crucial due to economic cost pressures and international competition. The 
Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement was developed for specifying the evaluation phase 
and its objectives and tasks within the IDEAL Reference Model for the introduction and optimization of 
quality development within learning, education and training. First, a description of the Evaluation 
Framework for Impact Measurement will be provided by explaining the combination of the two targets 
for impact measurement: the internal development and the external impact. Then, the IDEAL 
Reference Model will be introduced to explain the broader picture and background for the 
development of the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement. Afterwards the example for the 
introduction and usage of the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement within the ARISTOTELE 
project is described. 

2 QUALITY DEVELOPMENT IN LEARNING, EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
Evaluation is an important and necessary part for the holistic approach of Quality Development to 
assure and improve the quality of learning, education and training: Quality development is a crucial 
task for any learning, education and training (LET). A long-term debate on quality development 
regarding the different quality issues, aspects and approaches has taken place (cf. Deming 1982; 
Juran 1951 and 1992; and for an overview Stracke 2006a). This article focuses on the special support 
that evaluation can provide and thus, we can only highlight the main characteristics of quality 
development and its relevance in learning, education and training. 

Quality development in its broad sense can be defined as follows (cf. Stracke 2006b): 

Quality development covers every kind of strategy, analysis, design, realisation, 
evaluation, and continuous improvement of the quality within given systems. 

Quality development needs a long process to be established and integrated throughout a whole 
organisation. Once started, it has to be a continuous on-going circle to be successful. Quality cannot 
be described and fixed by a simple definition, because in itself quality is too abstract to have any 
impact. Therefore, quality has to be defined and specified according to the given context and situation 
considering the perspectives of stakeholders involved. It is important to identify the relevant aspects 
and to specify the suitable criteria. And it is necessary to find a consensus among the different views 
and perspectives to gain a common understanding of quality for the given context and situation due to 
different and sometimes contradictory needs and definitions of quality by all stakeholders (Crosby 
1980; Deming 1986; Donabedian 1980). Evaluation plays a key role for the quality development and 
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the continuous improvement cycle, in particular in learning opportunities and processes as intangible 
products and services. 

3 THE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK FOR IMPACT MEASUREMENT EFI 
The Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI was developed to close a gap for assessing 
and optimizing the holistic quality development within learning, education and training. It combines the 
traditional (internal) evaluation of the processes and developed products with the (external) evaluation 
concerning the strategic objectives and impact that is becoming more and more crucial due to 
economic cost pressures and international competition. Through this connection, the Evaluation 
Framework for Impact Measurement EFI offers an adaptable model for the definition and specification 
of indicators for both, the internal lifecycle and the external relations. 

The Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI is combining the measurement of two 
dimensions:  

1. (Internal) Impact of Pilot Implementations and 

2. (External) Impact of Outcomes. 

Using the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI, the following theoretical procedure has 
to be applied in general: 

First, the impact of pilot implementations will be measured by operative indicators. Within one given 
project or process the operative indicators will be related to the planned products of the project or 
process. The measurement of the operative indicators has to focus the two dimensions of the pilot 
implementations: (1) the internal processes and activities (within the pilot implementation) and (2) the 
(implemented internal) results (to be tested). 

Second, the impact of outcomes will be measured by strategic indicators. They will be related to the 
strategic objectives of a given project or process: The measurement of the strategic indicators has to 
focus the two dimensions of the given project or process: (1) the external processes and activities 
(within the whole organization and external relations) and (2) the (developed and improved) outcomes 
and their impact. 

The following figure presents the overview of the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI 
and demonstrates its relations between the two dimensions of impact measurement (internal impact of 
pilots assessed by the operative indicators and external impact of outcomes assesses by the strategic 
objectives): 

 
Fig. 3-1: The Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI 
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Through the combination to measure the internal impact of the internal processes and results by 
operative indicators and the external impact of the external processes and impact by strategic 
objectives, the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement offers a holistic approach for assessing 
and optimizing the tasks of quality development. 

Thus, the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement can be used to fulfil the third phase 
("Evaluate") of the generic IDEAL Reference Model for quality development in learning, education and 
training that will be introduced in the following chapter. 

4 THE IDEAL REFERENCE MODEL  
The IDEAL Reference Model is a generic approach for the introduction and improvement of quality 
development in learning, education and training (cf. Stracke 2010a and 2010b): It can be used e. g. for 
the implementation of the Reference Process Model of ISO/IEC 19796-1 to establish a sustainable 
quality management including a continuous improvement cycle. Moreover the Evaluation Framework 
for Impact Measurement EFI was developed and designed to cover one specific phase of the IDEAL 
Reference Model: the third phase "Evaluate". Therefore a short overview of the IDEAL Reference 
Model for quality development will be provided in the following. 

To achieve a holistic quality development the needs and requirements of all stakeholders of the 
current learning scenario have to be considered (cf. Feigenbaum 1986; Ishikawa 1985; Soin 1992). 
This assumption is also valid for the adoption and introduction of the IDEAL Reference Model: A 
systematic plan is needed for its adaptation to a specific organisation including all stakeholders (like 
the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI is providing for the evaluation phase). 

The following figure shows the IDEAL Reference Model in an overview: 

 
Fig. 4-1: The IDEAL Reference Model 

The abbreviation IDEAL stands for the four main phases and in addition for the learner who should be 
in centre of all activities and objectives for quality development. 

The IDEAL Reference Model consists of four main phases to introduce and optimize quality 
development (according to our definition above):  

1. Initiate!  

2. Do!  

3. Evaluate! and  
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4. Act! 

The four phases and their tasks were developed according to the Deming cycle and the ISO standard 
family ISO 9000ff. (cf. Stracke 2006a). They have to be fulfilled for the implementation of quality 
development in LET: These phases and their tasks can be realized and applied according to the 
specific needs and the given situation of the organization including feedback loops, individually 
adapted sequences and parallel implementation.  

The four phases and their tasks can be described and defined as follows: 

1. Phase: Initiate! 
First the raising of the awareness of all stakeholders and their full involvement and 
participation is needed. In transparent procedures the vision for the quality development 
should be defined based on a common and shared understanding of quality for learning, 
education, and training and the innovations that should be achieved by the implementation of 
quality development. The long-term policies and strategies will be discussed and agreed upon 
the approved vision. 

2. Phase: Do! 
For the starting implementation the quality model has to be selected (here in our case: RFDQ) 
and to be adapted as an application profile. Concerning RFDQ that means the selection of the 
appropriate and relevant processes in a quality profile. Then the specific definitions and 
success criteria has to be described, for RFDQ those are the attributes of the descriptive 
model, mainly the methods, actors, metrics and criteria. The preparation of the implementation 
will include all needed decisions and developments for the organizations. And finally the 
realization of all planning for the quality development and its integration into organizational 
processes is completing this task. 

3. Phase: Evaluate! 
The evaluation will focus on three distinctive objects: First, the realization of the 
implementation of quality development itself as the main outcome of phase 2. Second, the 
adaptation of the quality model selected and adapted at the beginning of phase 2. And third, 
the evaluation of the initiation phase 1 including the revision of the vision, strategy and policies 
for the quality development. 

4. Phase: Act! 
The fourth phase is dedicated to the sustainability and long-term impact of the adaptation and 
implementation of the quality development. The communication and further discourse with all 
stakeholders will guarantee the ongoing debate and consensus building on the quality 
definitions and common understandings. Based on the evaluation results, the adaptation of 
the quality model will be revised and the vision and strategy will be reviewed. Finally it should 
lead the whole organization to the establishment of a continuous improvement cycle for the 
quality development related to all phases and their tasks. 

The following figure shows the overview of the four phases of the IDEAL Reference Model and their 
tasks: 
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Fig. 4-2: The Phases of the IDEAL Reference Model and their tasks 

The IDEAL Reference Model can be used for the introduction and adaptation of process-oriented 
quality management and quality development: It could be demonstrated by using the example of 
introducing the ISO quality standard RFDQ (ISO/IEC 19796-1) that the IDEAL Reference Model is an 
appropriate model for establishing a continuous improvement cycle based on the principles of ISO 
9000ff. and the Deming cycle, in particular for the implementation of sustainable quality development 
in learning, education and training by adapting RFDQ, the unique ISO quality standard for LET, to the 
specific organization and given situation (cf. Stracke 2010a and 2010b). 

5 THE USAGE OF EFI IN THE ARISTOTELE PROJECT 
The Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI that has been selected and adapted for the 
ARISTOTELE project1 by developing the ARISTOTELE Evaluation Framework that is combining the 
measurement of two dimensions:  

1. Impact Measurement of Pilot Implementations by outcome indicators and 

2. Impact Measurement of Outcomes by usage indicators. 

First, the impact of pilot implementations will be measured by so called "outcome indicators". Within 
ARISTOTELE the outcome indicators were related to the planned products of the project and its 
processes. The measurement of the outcome indicators has to focus the two dimensions of the pilot 
implementations: (1) the activities (within the pilot implementation) and (2) the (implemented interim) 
outcomes (to be tested). 

Second, the impact of outcomes will be measured by so called "usage indicators". They were related 
to the strategic objectives of ARISTOTELE: The measurement of usage indicators has to focus the 
two dimensions of the project and its processes: (1) the activities (within the whole organization or 
within specific processes) and (2) the (developed and improved) outcomes. 

The following figure shows the adaptation of the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI 
to the ARISTOTELE project and demonstrates its relations between the two dimensions of impact 
measurement (usage impact and product validation): 

 

                                                        
1 For more information about the ARISTOTELE project cf. www.aristotele-ip.eu. 
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Fig. 5-1: The Adaptation of EFI for the ARISTOTELE project 

In the following the structure and design of the ARISTOTELE Evaluation Framework is described in 
brief providing a general overview how the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI was 
adapted for ARISTOTELE. 

The ARISTOTELE Evaluation Framework combines four different evaluation categories and methods 
to be used and assessed: 

1. Conceptual Validation through Experts' Reviews & Focus Groups; 

2. Usability Check of ARISTOTELE tools through Cognitive Walkthrough; 

3. User Validation of the ARISTOTELE tools through Functional Testing & Quantitative Survey 
(Online Questionnaire); 

4. Software Validation and Impact Measurement - Usability of the Platform and Impact of whole 
project through Functional testing (verification and validation), Qualitative Semi-Structured 
Interviews & Quantitative Survey (Online Questionnaire).  

The methods and tools applied in each of the evaluation levels have been chosen according to the 
principles of "What is state of the art in evaluation?" as well as to efficiency and applicability 
considerations ("What is possible to measure within the application partners in the given timeframe 
and with the given resources?"). The mix of methods, the different aspects to be evaluated and their 
order follow the principles of the IDEAL Reference Model and the EFI Evaluation Framework for 
Impact Measurement. 

For the evaluation of the satisfaction of the target groups with ARISTOTELE tools, models and 
methodologies as well as for the evaluation of the integrated ARISTOTELE Platform and Tools and 
their impact, the following Evaluation Levels, Pilot Trials and Iteration Cycles were distinguished and 
defined within ARISTOTELE: 

• Evaluation Level 1: Conceptual Validation, 

• Evaluation Level 2: Usability Study, 

• Evaluation Level 3: User Validation of ARISTOTELE Tools, 

• Evaluation Level 4: Software Validation and Impact Measurement. 
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For the evaluation of the satisfaction of the target groups with ARISTOTELE tools, models and 
methodologies as well as for the evaluation of the ARISTOTELE platform and project impact, the 
following evaluation methods are used within ARISTOTELE: 

• Level 1: a two phase process including individual experts' assessment of the concepts and a 
SWOT Analysis based on the feedback by the internal and external experts (using SWOT 
analysis), 

• Level 2: a usability study using a cognitive walkthrough approach for representatives of both 
application partners, 

• Level 3: a standardized online survey and functional testing for tool users from the APs in the 
1st evaluation iteration cycle, 

• Level 4: functional testing, a semi-structured interview on usability and on impact and a 
standardized online survey for ARISTOTELE platform users by APs in the 2nd evaluation 
iteration cycle. 

The following table presents the overview of the ARISTOTELE Evaluation Phases, their Evaluation 
Levels and Methodologies. 

Tab. 5-1: Overview of ARISTOTELE Evaluation Phases, Levels and Methodologies 

Phases Level Name Methodologies 

Conceptual 
Evaluation Level 1 Concept Validation 

(qualitative evaluation) 

Phase 1: Individual Experts Reviews 
(internal and external experts) 

Phase 2: SWOT Analysis from Focus 
Group 

Pilot  
Trial 1 

Level 2 Usability Study 
(qualitative evaluation) Cognitive Walkthrough 

Level 3 
User Validation of 
Tools 
(qualitative and 
quantitative evaluation) 

Functional Testing 

Quantitative Survey (Online 
Questionnaire) 

Pilot  
Trial 2 Level 4 

Software Validation 
and Impact 
Measurement 
(qualitative and 
quantitative evaluation) 

Phase 1: Software Validation 
Consists of: 

• Functional Testing  
(Validation and Verification) 

• Extended Oral Feedback on 
Usability Aspects (if needed) 

Phase 2: Impact Measurement 
Consists of: 

• Semi-Structured Interviews on 
Impact (Platform and Tools) 

• Quantitative Survey  
(Online Questionnaire) 

The first three evaluation categories and ARISTOTELE Evaluation Levels 1 - 3 were selected to cover 
and ensure the broadest evaluation and validation of the ARISTOTELE tools and platform. 

Within ARISTOTELE, not only the impact of the interim results during the Pilot Trials is evaluated, but 
also the impact of the Integrated ARISTOTELE Platform as the final ARISTOTELE result (the 
"outcome" according the Evaluation Framework EFI). Therefore the ARISTOTELE Evaluation Level 4 
was defined for the impact measurement of Integrated ARISTOTELE platform through In-depth 
Interviews and Online Survey. 
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Through their careful combination the different Evaluation Levels and their methodologies and 
instruments, ARISTOTELE is covering both categories of the Evaluation Framework for Impact 
Measurement EFI: (1) the internal evaluation, that are the processes and outcomes for measuring the 
product validation within ARISTOTELE (in the Evaluation Levels 1, 2, and 3) as well as (2) the 
external evaluation that are the activities and outcomes for measuring the usage impact within 
ARISTOTELE (in the Evaluation Level 4). 

ARISTOTELE has selected a strong mixture of different methodologies within the four Evaluation 
Levels to ensure rich and diverse evaluation perspectives and results: In particular the mix of 
quantitative and qualitative methodologies was addressed and established to achieve both: baseline 
data as well as quality feedback. 

By using the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI as the basis for the ARISTOTELE 
Evaluation Framework, ARISTOTELE could assess and optimize the internal development processes 
and results as well as the external impact. Thus, ARISTOTELE could prove that the introduction and 
adaptation of the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI is not only feasible but leading 
to a valuable and sustainable evaluation and validation. 

6 SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 
This article has presented and analysed the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI for 
the combination of internal and external evaluation and for the realization of the third phase of the 
IDEAL Reference Model for sustainable quality development as a valuable instrument for its 
introduction and implementation. 

Quality development is always depending on the given situation. The definition of quality development 
and the benefits of quality standards were presented in particular relation to LET. The establishment of 
a continuous improvement cycle is one main important benefit as the involvement of all stakeholders 
is one main aim for the introduction of quality development. It has been shown that the Evaluation 
Framework for Impact Measurement EFI is offering a valuable support for the adoption and 
implementation of quality development. It is an appropriate means for assessing and optimizing the 
quality and impact and in consequence, for supporting the adoption and implementation of a 
sustainable quality development that is covering all learning and business processes. We have 
pointed out the main tasks and potentials for its adaptation that is always needed for gaining a long-
term impact leading to overall quality development with continuous improvement.  

For the facilitation and improvement of the broad application of quality development, the IDEAL 
Reference Model was introduced and presented as an instrument for adopting and implementing 
quality development by establishing a continuous improvement cycle. 

Finally, the adaptation of the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI within the 
ARISTOTELE project for the ARISTOTELE Evaluation Framework was explained demonstrating its 
feasibility and benefits for internal and external evaluation. 

In summary, it can be stated that the Evaluation Framework for Impact Measurement EFI is a suitable 
and valuable instrument for the introduction and implementation of internal and external evaluation to 
assess and optimize the quality development and impact within learning, education and training. EFI is 
a holistic evaluation approach facilitating the adaptation and implementation of the IDEAL Reference 
Model as a helpful instrument for its objective as well as supporting sustainable quality development in 
learning, education, and training in general. 
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